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However, a majority of the
minded people
on campus, will also breathe a sigh of relief, for this will
be the last major queen election for another year.
non-quee- n

have a

neen lor just about everything and anything. Perhaps

there are too many queens
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campus.

on

.

worse

than

just

standing there and exhorting in favor of something,
unless you have some constructive advice to offer.
Standing up and calling
people slobs and hurling invectives at them because
they dont measure up to
one's ideals is about as
useful as trying to drive
north down sixteenth street
you're bound to get hit
sooner or later, and it will
probably be sooner.
Ii this day of moaning
because the youth of Nebraska are leaving and
beaJing for the
or
west, or wherever we are
supposed to be going, the
only
made
seems for as to stick it out,
and see if we can't make
something better of the situation. Youth doesn't want
to be told that they are going to be given something
on a silver platter if they
remain, tbey just want to
know that the "something"
is there, and the majority
of them wouldn't mind too
much getting out and groveling for it.
As far as the campus
goes, the students here are
not using some of the talent
that is here to its utmost,
and to their best advantage.
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year, only for the purpose
of just talking. Teachers do
enjoy being just

with" at least that is the
impression received. Dur- ing the course of the con- versation the discussion
turned to the courses being
offered on the campus and
the variations in require- ments between different
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honest and penetrating criticism. It has brought such
enlightenment to our weakly
minds, (and they are weak,
for even to express this note
of gratitude requires a communal effort in the form of
a committee), that we are
giving up all pretensions of
being beat We are considering devoting our next bimonthly issue to original
medieval romances, but we
cannot be certain yet. What
is even more pleasing is
that this understanding appraisal of our efforts came
from that haven of otherwise dull and apathetic ego- -

chief-acolvt-

beat-lik-

e

isn't it?) and

rub-

bing a sedately corpulent
Buddha (sculpted in jadet
was a serious pose? It's almost as ridiculous as a tired
and bearded goat (with a
vaguely human expression)
frolicking among the daffodils with the nymphs and
fauns. Talk about oddballs! !
Signed,
The Editorial Committee
of "The Weaklv Mind"
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go, the university man (or any man, for that matter)
had a simple choice to make: Dresa to be in fashion... or dreu for
comfort. This spring he insists on both qualities in one o
and

what the man wants, the man

"it...
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Editor's Note: The trucks
are presently traveling east
on R street
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superior intellect

even though our abilities
are so weak in comparison.
One slight (very, very slight
we don't want to cast dispersions on the critical acumen of such an obvious geniusHeaven forbid!) shortcoming of the poor tired
goat's critical insight was
the supposition that "this
bunch was really beat" or
even that 'they want us to
think" so. With such a belabored psuedo-bea- t
tone as
we used to develop our
on beatniques, our
mythological semidiety in
h i s oracular pronouncements still didn't get the
point.
Who else but a bleating,
mountain climber could have believed that
such a comical situation as
e
a bearded
of
the Palladian Beat Buddha
Cult genuflecting
(very
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phenomena. We
this
great development in the onward progress of journalism.
There are, however, a few
minor corrections we feel
impelled to suggest to this

To the editor,
How pleased we were to
have provoked one bit of

The Catacombs

nothing

pant, and almost inane interpretations of campus

Answer Satyr

the campus is all queened out

than idealism
nothing
greater than standing on a
soap-bo- x
and screaming for
the betterment of man, for
a bigger and better University and for bigger and better anything. On the other
hand, there isprobably

exploiters who deliver very
dogmatic.flip.

Weakly Minds

It is unfortunate that there are so many queen elections, for when the time comes to choose a true queen,

There is probably nothing
in the world that is greater

view.

Yodar Kritch
Sincerely,

The honor of being queen of this or queen of that
seems to detract from the actual honor. We believe that
a queen, In some activities, is a necessary part of campus
life, but do we need a queen to represent every organization on campus?
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arise.
There was also a complaint about the dirt on R
street because of the construction at 13th and 12th
streets. A suggestion was
made to have their trucks
use the 10th street oneway. That's fine and dandy
but how the h- -1 do you expect them to get to 10th
street. Fly?

With all seriousness to the people who have put
time planning this election, we urge all the junior
and senior coeds to get out and vote.

We
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To the editor.
The emphasis last week
was on the beautifi-catio- n
of the campus at old
NU. With the many improvements being made,
drawbacks will naturally

f

Only junior and senior women are eligible for today's
vote.

Our University is unique in this respect.
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Student Advocates
Flying Trucks

Today thirty-tw- o
female candidates will vie for the
tea finalist positions in the May Queen election. The ten
lucky winners'will square off at the polls at a later date
for the Queen and her maid of honor.
i
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May Queen Represents
True Campus Royalty
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SEERSUCKERS

REBCRM-Treturn of the
be
seersucker suit iHuctratea this fashion with comfort theme. Ideas ia campui fashion have a way
of running in cycles. Many years back seersucker
suits were the main event in every college man's
wardrobe. Thea they disappeared from the scene.
Now, brought op to date by the textile magiciana,
seenucker is back on campus, bigger and better
than ever.

The seersucker fabric, with its slightly crinkled
texture, comet in aU cotton or in blends of cotton
and man-mad-e
fiber. Its very light weight combine maximum comfort with excellent shape retaining qualities. Traditionally seen in stripes of
blue, grey, or brown with white, seersucker it
showing more pattern variety these days through
the use of small Glen Urqhart plaidi... particularly in the grey and white combination.
CEKH! AEAiN
Denim ii another campus wardrobe fabric representing many turns of fashion's wheel over the years. Originally
used for work clothing, denim has beei refined to a soft, lightweight, and very comfortable multiple-purpo- se
fabric Son mostly
in a soft, faded blue shade, denim's versatility is demonstrated by
its many tins ...in trim cut slacks, Bermuda shorts, sad particularly sport jackets that go remarkably well with many different
types of shirtt and slacks.
"
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University men have beea consistent In
their preference for toft; muted or conservative colorings. This so doubt accounts for the keen interest fa India
Madras. This cottoa fabric. ..authentically imported from India and also adapted
in American weaving... is marked with
many different plaid patterns, some large
and irregular and others small ia dimension. AH have the characteristic subtlety
of color, soft and muted ia tons.
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report

wane ne aamiuea there
g
g are two errors in the film
I (whkh HUAC concedes),"
reported Record, Evans
I said
he believes the 'film is
5 vindicated.' "
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Madras has gained in popular campus acceptance through extensive use ia the
widely worn button-dow- n
model shirts...
many in a short-sleevpullover style with
a button placket part way down the front.
These shirts are equally fashionable in
the classroom, for weekend wear, and
wherever borne is during summer vacation. The same fabrie has also caught on
ia walk shorts.
e
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TOMORROW. While nobody can
really predict the next
faibioa for the
uni.
vertity man, I'd bet strongly on the
new idea of tbe Blazer Cardigan . . .
a collarleM model blazer with a
strong British heritage. It's some- wing to look for a year or so from.
1
low.
And while you're looking, keep an
eye open for another legacy of British fashions. ..the country clothing colors of ehSnmt and muitard.
Fabric suitt with a tuede finish and
glove soft pigskin shoes are two
more likely contenders for future
campus popularity.
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